
a. Plastic Anchors x2
b. Screws x4
c. Extension Bolts x2
d. Bolts x2
e. Allen Key x1
f. Wheel Stopper x1
g. Wheel Cradle x1
h. Bracket x1
i. Hook Holder x1
j. Hook x1
k. Rubber Cap x1

Tools Required
Drill
Drill Bit 8mm (0.3in)
Hammer
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IMPORTANT - INSTALLATION
Please adhere to the below instructions to ensure warranty is not void.

Use correct bolts or screws, expansion anchors, electric tools and drill tool bits for installation.
DO NOT install the bike wall hanger on unsupported wall surfaces e.g. plasterboard wall unless there is a strong 
wooden stud behind it.
ONLY install the bike wall hanger on a solid stud, masonry or concrete wall. The bike wall hanger is designed for 
use on a wall structure in good condition which is suitably robust to carry the weight of a bike to be hung on it. 
It is your responsibility to ensure the hanger is installed on a suitable surface. ONLY use correct wall �xings and 
anchors appropriate for the type of wall. Be careful to avoid any electrical, plumbing or water �ttings within or 
behind the wall.

Su�cient expertise is required for the correct and safe installation of the bike wall hanger. 
Please seek professional help if required.

Mount Bike Wall Hanger on a solid stud, beam, masonry or concrete wall with correct �xings and anchors. 
Mount in an appropriate place where it is unlikely to cause obstruction. Determine correct height for the 
Bike Wall Hanger. As a bike can be swiveled and stored at an angle, please allow enough space for this style 
of bike storage set-up. Please see the below installation instructions for the two di�erent wall types.

1.  Plasterboard/Dry Wall (Stud Wall)
2.  Masonry/Concrete Wall 

De�nition of A and B:
     A Overall length of bike
     B Distance between top hole of bracket (h) and top of wheel stopper (f). 

A

 A.  Plasterboard/ Dry Wall ( Stud Wall) 

 Install Bike Wall Hanger on Wall

1.  With the bracket ‘notch’ facing up, mark the top drill hole of the Bracket (h), by the
     height of ‘A’ (length of bike) from the ground. Also mark the bottom drill hole of the
     Bracket (h).
2.  Place the Bracket (h) on the wall, make sure holes are on the drill marks. Use drill to 
     screw in screws (b) into wall, fully and securely.

Swivel Bike Wall Hanger 

B
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B.  Masonry or Concrete Wall

A

Mark

1

1.  With the bracket ‘notch’ facing up, mark the top drill hole of the Bracket (h), by the height of ‘A’ (length of bike)
      from the ground. Also mark the bottom drill hole of the  Bracket (h).
2.  Using the drill marks, drill holes into the wall using 8mm (0.3 in) bit. Hole depth:  40mm (1.58 in) minimum.
3.  Knock Extension Bolts (c) into holes in the wall.
4.  Use Allen key (e) to unscrew and remove hardware (washers and bolts).
5.  Mount Bracket (h) on the extension bolts. Slide in and position hardware (washers and bolts) onto the 
     extension bolts.
6.  Use Allen key to screw in bolts to fasten into wall, fully and securely.

Drill holes into wall using 8mm(0.3in) bit.

Drill holes
8mm (0.3in) holes
40mm (1.58in) deep
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Notch facing up

Wall

2

Guide holes

A

Mark
1
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Masonry  or Concrete Wall
1. Using the drill marks, drill holes into the wall using 8mm (0.3 in) bit. Hole depth: 40mm (1.58 in) minimum.
2. Push the Plastic Anchors (a) into holes in the wall.
3. Use drill to screw in screws (b) into wall, fully and securely.

 Complete Assembly2
1. Insert the Hook Holder (i), Hook (j) and Wheel Cradle (g) into the Bracket (h), in sequence (see diagram).
2. Use Allen key (e) to fasten the ‘whole’ Bike Hanger with the Bolts (d) (see diagram). Please ensure the 
    Hook (j) is secure and connected with the Wheel Cradle (g).
3. After screwing in the Bolts (d) into the Wheel Cradle (g), please ensure the rubber cap (k) on the hook tube has 
    been pressed into position. The rubber cap should be placed down �at into the hole of the Hook Holder (i).
4. Lift up the bike to hang on the Wall Hanger Hook (j) and then position the Wheel  Stopper (f) at the point
    where the rear wheel touches the wall (see diagram). The position must ensure the wheel will sit in the 
    Wheel Stopper (f) properly. Mark the drill holes of the Wheel Stopper (f).

A

Plasterboard/ Dry Wall ( Stud Wall)
1.  Place the Wheel Stopper (f) on the wall, make sure holes are on the drill marks. Use drill to screw in screws (b)
      into wall, fully and securely.

Wall

Drill holes
8 mm (0.3in) holes
40mm (1.58in) deep

Wall1
2

Drill holes

Wall

Wall
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3
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 Hang & Store Bike3
 1. Lift bike into upright position, then hang front wheel from wheel rim on the Wall Hanger Hook (j). Make sure
      rear wheel (lower wheel) sits in the middle position of the Wheel Stopper (f) for ‘centre’ storage.
 2. To save space by storing a bike in an ‘angled’ vertical position - lift, swivel and then position the rear wheel in
     either of the left or right Wheel Stopper positions. Please ensure the rear wheel sits correctly in the Wheel 
     Stopper for secure storage.

1
30 kg

66.2 lb

WARNING
Maximum allowable weight per bike is 30 kg / 66.2 lb. Do not exceed the maximum allowable bike weight when 
used with the bike wall hanger. Be careful when walking around the bike wall hanger and parked bike to prevent 
bodily harm.

CAUTION
It is important that the bike wall hanger is properly set up and used as per the instructions and only used for its 
predetermined purpose. Inspect the bike wall hanger is correctly set up and used as per the instructions. Failure
to check the bike wall hanger has been installed correctly can result in bodily harm or bicycle damage. Periodic 
inspections for wear and tear of the bike  wall hanger are required. If any of the above requirements are not 
complied with when using the bike wall hanger, PRO BIKE TOOL shall not be liable or otherwise responsible for 
any damage to goods or injuries sustained because of incorrect or inappropriate use of the bike wall hanger.

or
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Join our VIP Club to receive coupon deals and information on our new products probiketool.com/vip
VIP Club

Follow Us!

Register your Lifetime Warranty

Not totally satis�ed or need help?

Your purchase comes with a lifetime warranty against manufacturer defects. To register and activate your warranty
please visit : probiketool.com/warranty

To keep up to date with all the latest products, news and awesome deals from PRO BIKE TOOL, sign up for our
newsletter at probiketool.com, or follow us at :

We are committed to customer satisfaction, so if you are not happy with your purchase, please contact us at 
support@probikestool.com so that we can make it right. We pride ourselves in responding within 24 hours.

facebook.com/probiketool
Facebook

Instagram
@probiketool

pro bike tool
YouTube

support@probiketool.com
E-mail


